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INTRODUCTION
Among all the stories which have come down to us
from the Kiddle Ages, the legend of Tristan and Iseult, with
its tragic and beautiful romance, has most captivated the im-
agination of lovers of beauty. This tale, with its origin ob-
scured in the mist of Celtic legends and fragments of Norman
poems, is as popular now as it was in the days when minstrels
sang of the ill-fated passion of the lovers. It has changed
greatly through the years. While the versions of modern wri-
ters are undoubtedly superior in polish to those early ones
of which, in most cases, we possess merely fragments, still
these newer writers have lost some of the vigor and strength
and primitive charm of the basic poems.
The names of all the characters are spelled in many
different ways by different authors. To avoid confusion, I
shall, as far as possible, use one spelling throughout this
paper, that adopted by M. Joseph Bedier, a distinguished
scholar in this field. The main incidents of the Tristan story
as drawn from one of the earliest versions, that of Eilhart
von Oberge, and probably written about 1185-1189,^ follow.
1. Schoepperle, Tristan and Isolt , Vol.I, p. 179.
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THE STORY
King Mark of Cornwall was aided in a war with Ire-
land by Rivalen, king of Lyonesse, who ; when he returned home,
took with him as his wife Blanchefleur
,
sister of Mark. On
the voyage she died in giving birth to a son whom his father
in sorrow named Tristan. When he was old enough, Tristan went
with his tutor Gorvenal to Mark's court, where he became a
favorite. However, he kept secret the fact that he was Mark's
nephew.
A savage knight called the Morholt, brother-in-law
to the king of Ireland, had been demanding as tribute from
Mark every third child born in Cornv/all during the previous
fifteen years. So, Tristan fought the Morholt in single com-
bat, seriously wounding his adversary in the head, and himself
receiving a wound from the Morholt' s poisoned spear. The
Morholt, dying, returned to Ireland to be treated by his niece
Iseult, skilled in medicine, but died on the way. When his
body arrived in Ireland, Iseult found a sword-fragment in the
wound, and preserved it.
Tristan, apparently mortally wounded, was set adrif
at his own request, to die, but eventually reached the shores
of Ireland, where he landed under an assumed name and was cured
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by servants of Iseult. He returned to Cornwall to find that
Mark’s barons were insisting that the king marry. Mark hap-
pened to see two swallows quarreling over a long golden hair
which one held in his beak, and seeking an excuse, swore to
marry only the wOman from whose head the hair had come. Tris-
tan set off to find her, and though he tried to avoid Ireland,
was again cast on its shores. Tristan, once more careful to
conceal his identity, undertook to kill a dragon, for whose
death the prize was to be the hand of Iseult. He was badly
burned but was healed by Iseult herself, whose hair he recog-
nized as like that over which the swallows had quarrelled.
Meanwhile, a seneschal was claiming to have killed the monster
Iseult discovered, by means of the flaw in Tristan's sword,
that he was the slayer of her uncle, but refrained from kill-
ing him when she remembered that if he died, she -would have to
marry the seneschal. Tristan proved that he had killed the
dragon and sailed for Cornwall, taking Iseult to Mark for his
wife, as he said he himself was too young to marry.
On the voyage, through the carelessness of Brangien
Iseult’s maid, they drank together a love-potion intended by
Iseult's mother for Mark and his bride, and so were doomed to
love each other with a consuming passion for four years.
Having been false to Mark, Iseult, in fear of dis-
covery, persuaded Brangien to take her place on the v/edding
night. Shortly thereafter, in fear of betrayal, she hired
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assassins to kill her maid, but they spared her, to the delight
of the queen, who had become remorseful over what she had or-
dered done.
Tristan and Iseult continued to be lovers. Mark had
no suspicion of this until he was warned by some of his barons,
among them Andret, a nephew. Several times, urged on against
his will by the barons, he tried to trap the two, once by hid-
ing in a tree to witness a rendezvous, and once by having flour
spread on the floor between their beds. The first time they
A
were too clever for him, but the second ruse proved their
guilt and they were sentenced, Tristan to be broken on the
wheel and the queen to be burned at the stake. Tristan clev-
erly escaped and rescued the queen, who had been given to a
leper colony as a worse punishment than the stake. The pair
fled to the forest, where they lived happily. One day the
king came upon them sleeping, with a naked sword lying between
them. Convinced of their innocence he went away.
When the four years of the love-potion's efficacy
had passed, the lovers wearied of their life of hardship.
Tristan persuaded the king to take back his wife and he went
to Arthur's court, where he won great honor.
One day he came to Carhaix, the territory of King
Hoel, where he became the firm friend of the king's son Kaherdi
and married Iseult of the White Hands, the king's daughter,
though she became his wife in name only. He returned with
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*Kaherdin for a visit to Cornwall, where Kaherdin fell in love
with Camille, one of Iseult* s ladies. Tristan and Iseult quar-
relled and Tristan returned to his wife.
how follows a long series of secret trips of Tristan
to Cornwall in disguise, now as pilgrim, now as minstrel, now
as court fool, each time barely escaping with his life from
Mark and Andret.
Finally Tristan was mortally wounded in a fight
while he was trying to help Kaherdin in a love affair. His
wife cared for him but he grew worse. Knowing only Iseult of
Ireland could cure him, he sent Kaherdin for her, arranging for
a signal that as the ship approached land^ Kaherdin was to hoist
a white sail if Iseult were with him, a black sail if she were
not. As the ship approached, Tristan, with failing sight,
could not discern the sail. He asked his wife its color. For
a reason not given she lied, saying that it was black. The
shock killed Tristan, and Iseult, landing a few minutes later,
died of grief on his bier. Iseult of the White Hands had them
buried, but Mark had their bodies brought to Cornwall where he
placed them in one grave, over which he planted a rose bush
and a vine which "grew together so that they could in no wise
be sundered."'1'
ORIGIN OF THE STORY
This is, of course, the barest outline of the facts
1. Schoepperle, Tristan and Isolt
,
Vol. I, pp. 1-65.
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of the story. As for its origin, scholars seem to disagree on
everything except the fact that it was without doubt originally
a Celtic myth. At least the name, Tristan, belonged to several
Pictish kings of the Dark Ages. The name also appears in Welsh
1
triads. Mr. Edward Tyrrell Leith, in his book on the origin
of the legend, even goes so far as to identify Tristan with the
Sun-god and Iseult v/ith the Earth-goddess, claiming that the
whole legend was originally an archaic Aryan myth which was
2
brought to the west with a wave of Celtic migration. While
this theory seems rather extreme, it is true, nevertheless,
that there are many elements in the story which indicate beyond
doubt that it did not originate in France. Iseult is a Nordic
princess with golden hair, not a dark-haired Latin maiden.
Then, too, in some versions Mark is said to have the ears of a
horse, and the castle at Tintagel is under an enchantment.
Tristan loves dogs and can imitate perfectly the calls of birds
King, queen, and knights all sleep in one room, which room is
4
so primitive that a brook runs through the middle of it! Then
too, it seems improbable that a French writer would have bor-
rowed the foreign localities, Ireland and Cornwall, for a story)
As has been stated above, scholars agree that the story is Cel-
tic, but they disagree as to which of the extant written ver-
sions is the original, or which is nearest to an original now
lost. It seems advisable to take up the various versions in
their probable chronological order.
' ; „
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1. Thomas of Britain, Tristan and Ysolt , P. XII.
2. Leith, On the Legend of Tristan , pp. 21-35.
3. Encyclopaedia Bri tannica" "Tristan. " Vol. 22, p. 485.
4. Schoepperle, Tristan and Isolt , Vol. I, p. 1.
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THE "ESTOIRE" THEORY
Because all of the early versions contain about
sixty main episodes each, of which twenty are in one version
only and forty in at least two versions, it has been concluded
that there must be a common source for all of them, especially
since the events which the stories have in common are always
in the same order. ^ M. Bedier has shown that since no extant
version is the basis for all the varying incidents, there must
have been a poem still earlier than any we have. This he calls
the "estoire," and believes it to be the common source of
Beroul, Eilhart, Thomas, and the Folie Tristan, though possibly
/ 2
not of the Prose Romance or of the Continuation of Beroul.
BEROUL
Of the poem ascribed to Beroul both the beginning
and the end have been lost. The fragment which remains con-
sists of 4,487 lines, undoubtedly not all written by one per-
son. The first 2,756 lines were written about 1130-1135 by a
man who calls himself Berox (or Be'roul) in the poem itself. 3
M. Muret, who edits the poem, feels that he was possibly an
1. Vinaver, Etudes sur le " Tristan 11 en Prose , p. 6.
2. Schoepperle, Tristan and Isolt , vol.I, pp. 4-8.
3. Beroul, Le Roman de Tristan
,
pp. LXIII-LXIV.

aged scholar and bard who frequented humble manors rather than
courts. Possibly he had lived in England - the potion is calle
"lovendrinck. " ^ Lines 2,757-2,766 were surely not written by
Beroul, but when they were written, or by whom, has not been
satisfactorily settled. The remainder of the poem, lines
2,767-4,487, was written by someone who is always referred to
as "the continuator of Beroul." A reference to an epidemic
2dates this section as not earlier than 1191. M. Iviuret feels
that, judging by the language, style, and versification, the
continuator must have been acquainted with Beroul himself.
Possibly he, too, was a bard.°
The fragment of 4,487 lines contains unfortunately
far from the whole story. It starts with the point at which
Mark, beginning to suspect his wife, forbids Tristan to come
4to her room, and ends with an account of Tristan's fight with
Denoalin in which Tristan is victorious and cuts off his en~
5
emy's beard as a trophy. How exceedingly primitive this isJ
Both writers portray faithfully the life of the
times, describing people, clothing, scenes, in greatest de-
tail. There are no psychological discussions as were fairly
common in the twelfth century romances, but a rather crude
telling of barbaric passions. Revenge and deceit are highly
praised. However, the guilty love of Tristan and Iseult is
1. Beroul, Le Roman de Tristan
,
p. LXXI.
2. Ibid., p. LXIV
.
5. Ibid., p. LXXI.
4. Ibid.
,
p. V.
5. Ibid.
,
pp. XXII-XXIII.
8 .
i
i

not condoned except in that they were victims of the love-potio
or of fate, and as such, deserved sympathy.
1
Coarse, violent,
picturesque, taken up with externals, the Beroul fragment is
2
interesting for its very barbarism.
EILHART VON OBERGE
Although this version is not next in chronological
order, it seems best to refer to it now. Eilhart von Oberge,
5
a German, about the years 1185-1189 wrote a complete version
of the story, following so closely in the corresponding part
the events in the fragment of Beroul that it has been concluded
that Eilhart either knew and used the complete story by Beroul
4
or that both used the same source. It is Eilhart’ s version of
the story, therefore, that has been given above, as probably
representing the story in its earliest existing complete form.
The Beroul fragment, in what there is of it, is more detailed
than the corresponding part of Eilhart; therefore it is prob-
5
ably closer to the common source.
1. Beroul, Le rtoman de Tristan
. pp. LXVII-LXIX.
Darthnrj p. 55.
3. Schoepperle, Tristan and Isolt , vol. I, p. 179
4. Beroul, 0£. cit .
,
pp. III-VI.
5. Ibid.
,
p. VI.
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THOMAS DE BRETAGNE
About the year 1170, a Tristan poem was written in
the Anglo-Norman dialect by a man who called himself simply
Thomas de Bretagne. This could mean Thomas of Britain or of
Brittany, but he is generally believed to have lived in England
or to have had very close associations with England. At that
time Eleanor of Aguitaine, wife of Henry II of England, had
brought across the channel the French ideas of romantic love
as contrasted with married love. It seems highly probable that
she would have liked a poem of this sort. Thomas’s hero has a
golden lion on a red field, which was "the first known cogni-
„2
zance of English kings. Then, too, Thomas makes Mark king of
England, not just of Cornwall, and in one passage praises Eng-
land and London as though he had a more than passing interest
in them.
Thomas names Breri
,
who was a famous Welsh "Tabula-
tor," as his source, but authorities doubt if this claim is
true. They are rather inclined to the theory of the tale’s
origin in Celtic legend. Thomas was a writer of greater lit-
erary gifts than the earlier poets, and was more interested in
3
the events of the story. Glaring inconsistencies arise from
his attempt to combine the primitive incidents of the story
with the twelfth century conception of courtly and romantic
4
love, which was very different from that of tne Celts. Never-*
1. Beroul, Le Roman de Tristan , p. III.
2. Thomas of Britain, Romance of Tristan and Ysolt , pp.X-XI.
3. Thomas the Anglo-Norman , Tristram in Brittany, o. XXX.
4. Ibid
.
,
p. XXXI
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theless, the color and beauty, the courtly grace, the genuine
passion, the trouvere manner, must have made the poem well-
liked.
1
Of this poem there are five manuscripts now extant,
but none contains the first half of the story. This lost por-
tion has been pieced together by reference to a Norse transla-
2tion of the poem.
There are many points of difference between this
and the Beroul-Eilhart version. Thomas does not connect this
story with Arthur's court at all but places it some generations
3
after Arthur's time. The first important difference in events
deals with Tristan's childhood. Rivalen, father of Tristan,
died before his son's birth, and Blanchefleur
,
dying, gave
Tristan to Rohalt, a trusted baron, who cared for him devotedly.
At the age of fourteen Tristan, who was a very skilful chess-
-fcke-
player, went aboard a Norwegian ship to try withdrew his skill
at chess. They kidnaped him but became frightened in a storm
and set him on shore where he found his way to Mark's palace.
His relationship to Mark was discovered years later when he was
found by Rohalt, who had sought him all this time. Tristan
returned to his home in Brittany, conquered its enemies, and,
presenting the kingdom to Rohalt, returned to Mark. A great
deal is made throughout Thomas's version of Tristan's great
skill as hunter, harper, and chess-player. In these three ac-
complishments he surpassed all others.
— ' — - — - —
- ,
, —
1. Scudder, Le Morte Darthur
,
pp. 56-58.
2. Thomas of Britain, Romance of Tristan and Ysolt
,
p.291.
3. Scudder, ojd. cit .
,
p.54.
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The fight with the Morholt and the voyage to Ireland
for healing are in all important respects the same except for
the fact that Tristan teaches the princess Iseult to play the
harp, to write, and to sing. The second visit to Ireland,
however, in this version, is made for the deliberate purpose
of obtaining Iseult to be Mark's queen, the story of the swal-
lows and the golden hair being omitted entirely.
After the marriage of Iseult and Mark, there are
/
several incidents not mentioned in the Beroul-Eilhart version.
Instead of Andre t, who is not in Thomas's tale at all, a knight
named Mariadoc is the one who betrays the lovers. Persuaded
of their guilt, Mark decides that Iseult shall prove her inno-
cence by holding a red-hot iron. An interesting side-light is
given here on the twelfth century ideas of truth and God.
Iseult, with all intent to deceive, makes an ambiguous state-
ment which is a lie in spirit, though the truth in words. Be-
cause her words do not lie, Thomas has the iron remain cool to
her touch and the king is deceived for the time being. A dog,
Petit-Cru, gift of Tristan to Iseult, is a delightful touch.
It was a fairy-dog, whose coat was of many-changing colors and
whose bell rang with a sound so sweet that no one could hear
it and not be joyful. Iseult was delighted with the pet, yet
threw away the bell, for with Tristan away and in sorrow, she
had no desire for happiness.
The love-potion, according to Thomas, had a life-
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long effect, so the lovers' life in the forest was not ended
by them voluntarily but by Mark's making Iseult return with
him. Although Tristan married Iseult of the White Hands shortl
thereafter, so great was Tristan's longing for Iseult of Ire-
land that he built a shrine to her in a cave, where he went
regularly to worship her.
As for the ending of the story, it is essentially
the same as that of the Beroul-Eilhart narrative, except that
Iseult of the White Hands is made to eavesdrop on the conver-
sation of Tristan with Kaherdin in which the instructions about
the sails are given; thus jealousy is made her motive for her
lie to Tristan. Tristan dies from the shock and Iseult of
Ireland ends her life with poison.'*'
In this account, for the first time, one gets an
idea of the characters of these people of whom we have been
reading. This is largely due to Thomas's great interest in
psychology, which leads him to have his characters go into long
2
and detailed accounts of their feelings and motives. Tristan
is rather blundering and foolish, even cowardly in some in-
stances, disloyal to Mark, and lying with the greatest ease
and with no qualms of conscience. Iseult is hot-tempered,
cruel, sensual, yet devoted to Tristan. Mark is generous and
forgiving, slow to suspect evil. Iseult of the ’White Hands is
at first patient and long-suffering, but later jealous and
vengeful.
1. Thomas of Britain, Romance of Tristan and Ysolt, pp. 1-290.
2. Thomas the Anglo-Norman, Tristram in Brittany
,
p.XXX.
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Mr. Loomis feels that Thomas was probably a priest
in spite of the fact that the lovers are pagan. He sees the
author as a man with "the seeing eye, the realistic conscience,
and the fervid soul."
^
A curious survival of the Tristan legend has come
down in the Crown Regalia of England. In the reign of King
John there was among the regalia a sword with a piece broken
out known as "a sword of Tristram." That tradition has come
down to the present day in the Curtana, still carried in Coro-
nation ceremonies, which keeps the shortened blade as a re-
minder of the days when kings of England loved the Tristan
4- 2story.
Another proof of this royal interest is contained
in a set of pavement tiles which are still being dug up on the
site of Chertsey Abbey. These tiles, apparently designed about
1270, are illustrative of Thomas’s version of the Tristan story
No better proof of the popularity of the legend is needed.
LES DEUX POEMKS DE LA POLIE TRISTAN
Of much less importance than the foregoing, but stil
interesting, are two fragments of poems, one now at Oxford and
the other at Berne. The episode given in both of these follows
1
1. Thomas of Britain, Romance of Tristram and Ysolt
,
p.XIII.
2. Ibid.
,
p. XV.
3. Ibid.
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Tristan, having been driven from Mark's court,
wishes to see Iseult; so he disguises himself as a jester and
returns. Everyone mocks him. He gambols before Mark and sus-
tains his role perfectly. Mark goes hunting. Iseult, who has
partly recognized him, goes to her room and sends Brangien for
Tristan. He alludes to their past. She is afraid of being
duped and at first refuses to believe him but finally surren-
ders.
1
This same incident is contained in the Eilhart ver-
sion. However, the incidents from the past to which Tristan
alludes in the Oxford Polie are apparently drawn from Thomas's
version, while those in the Berne Folie resemble those of Be-
2
roul's story.
The Oxford Folie was found in a manuscript following
a fragment of the Thomas version discovered at Oxford. M.
/
Bedier comments that it has not Thomas's grace nor delicacy but
equals him in sincerity and intensity of emotion and surpasses
3
him in energy and eloquence. He concludes that the Oxford
4
Folie belongs to the period 1175-1200.
/
The Folie of Berne resembles Beroul, but not closely
enough to prove that the writer really used Beroul, unless one
could ascribe the differences to faulty memory or arbitrary
changes. Probably, M. Bedier thinks, he followed a lost manu-
/ 5
script not identical with Beroul. However, he sets no date
1. Beadier, Les Deux Poemes de la Folie Tristan, pp. I-II.
g-- 122H- j P- VTT.
3. Ibid
.
,
pp. 1-3.
4. Ibid
.
,
p. 13.
5. Ibid
.
,
pp. 82-83.
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GOTTFRIED VON STRASSBURG
About the year 1210 a German about whom practically
nothing is known produced a translation of Thomas de Bretagne's
poem. He amplified and expanded the story greatly but wrought
it into one of its most attractive forms. Of course, the poem
which he translated was the work of a man of great genius and
1
skill in writing. To quote Miss Jessie L. Weston, translator
of Gottfried's poem: "In the Tristan of Gottfried we have that
rare combination, the work of a true poet translated by one who
was himself a greater poet. Never did a fine story fall into
2
hands more capable of doing it justice." Unfortunately, he
did not live to complete his work. This was later done by at
least three German writers. Miss Weston in her translation has
supplied a condensed ending from Heinrich von Freiberg, with
the exception of the meeting of the two Iseults, which she tells
3
as it is in Ulrich von Turheim.
As for the story itself, there seem to be no changes
of any importance in the events or in their sequence. However,
this narrative is the first to be really enjoyable to read.
This is due not only to the smoothness of the language and the
1. Strassburg, Tristan and Iseult , vol. I, pp. VII-IX.
2. Ibid.
,
vol. I
,
p. X.
3. T5T5.
,
vol. I, p. XV.
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beauty of the descriptions
,
but also to the happy choice of de
tails with which Gottfried has enlarged the compact original
of Thomas. This is nowhere better shown than in the incident
of the drinking of the potion and in the description of the
grotto in which they lived in the forest.
"This same cavern in the old days of heathendom
,
when giants were lords of the land, had been hewn by them in
the hillside The cavern was round, large, and lofty;
the walls snow-white and smooth; the vault above bare in the
center, at the keystone, a crown richly wrought in metal work
and adorned with gems; the floor below was of polished marble,
its hue green as grass." There were windows high in the walls
a crystal couch and a bronze door. Outside were trees and a
spring of cool, clear water, "and all over the glade the brigh
blossoms and green grass strove with each other for the mas-
,,1
tery, each would fain overcome the brightness of the other."
Thomas’s corresponding description is far less charming.
Tristan, according to Thomas the lord of Armenye
,
is a native of Parmenie. Critics do not know where this was.
A hint would seem to be given by Thomas, in which Morgan, Duke
of Brittany, is laying waste the land, yet Professor Maynadier
identifies it with the Isle of Man, in the Irish Sea,
2
and
Miss Weston feels that it is the Angle Kingdom of Bernicia,
3
in the North of England.
Gottfried is a bit in advance of his time. While
1. Strassburg, Tristan and Iseult
,
vol. II, pp. 108-109.
2. Maynadier, Arthur of English Poets
,
p. 163.
3. Strassburg, 0£. cit .
,
vol. I, p. 3.
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earlier writers had seen nothing odd in Iseult’s coming un-
scathed through the ordeal of the red-hot iron, he says, ’’And
so, had men but known it, they might have seen that God at
whiles doth let the wrong triumph, since He turned not this
oath, which was true in the letter yet false in spirit, to the
confusion of the queen, but ruled matters so that she came
forth from the ordeal victorious, and was held in greater love
and honour by Mark and his people than ever before; all his
thoughts and all his heart were truly set upon her and his
1
doubts had passed away."
The earlier versions have been of interest and value
as literary documents representative of the legend in its prim-
itive forms, but Gottfried’s story, at least in its transla-
tion by Miss Ytfeston, is eminently readable and entirely charm-
ing for its own sake.
THE PROSE ROMANCE OF TRISTAN
This romance in prose, which M. Vinaver dates about
2
1225-1230, belongs to the group of five principal versions
which M. Bedier traces to a common source in the "estoire.”
The others are the four which have been previously dealt with.
The Romance
,
in its prologue, ascribes its authorship to "Luces
1. Strassburg, Tristan and Iseult , vol. II, p. 85.
2. Vinaver, Le " Tristan 11 en Prose
,
p. 23.
3 . Ibid
.
,
p. 5
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du Gail and Helys de Buron" (Eili de Borron ) and says that they
are translating it from Latin. Probably
,
however
,
it was
/ 2drawn from a lost poem of Chretien de Troies. Various parts
of the poem agree with the versions of Beroul, Eilhart, and
Thomas. As in Beroul, the author has linked the story with
Arthur's court. The greatest change from the other versions
comes in a complete change in the character of Mark. He is
now evil- -treacherous and cowardly. The whole story is really
a struggle between Tristan and his vicious uncle. Most of the
changes in detail are apparently due to this degeneration of
the king. Nothing that would show him in a good light is in-
3
eluded. Mark sends Tristan to Ireland to get rid of him; he
takes Iseult back from the life in the forest to spite Tris-
4
tan. The ending contains the most significant difference.
Tristan is found with Iseult by Mark and Andret. He is woundec
with a poisoned spear by the king, who then repents. Tristan
blames Andret , rather than Mark himself, for the deed. The
hero bids farewell to Iseult and asks her not to survive him.
5
Dying, he suffocates her in his embrace. This, then, is the
first instance of the degeneration of the original story
which appears so plainly in later tales.
1. Loseth, Le Roman en Prose, pp. 1-2.
-2. Ibid., n. XXV.
3. Vinaver, "Tristan 11 en Prose
,
pp. 15-16.
4. Ibid
.
,
p. 16.
5. Loseth, 0£. cit .
,
p. XVI.
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ROBERT THE NORWEGIAN
In 1226 a Norwegian monk, Robert, translated into
the Norse language the Thomas version of the legend. Unim-
portant in itself, this has proved valuable for use in recon-
structions of the lost beginning of Thomas's poem. Apparently
Robert followed closely the Thomas poem, his only change being
an unfortunate condensation of the extremely interesting psy-
chological passages.^-
SIR THISTHEM
Although this story is undoubtedly British in
origin, the first of the versions to be written in the language
of the islands was Sir Tristrem
,
written about 1290-1300 in
Middle English. It is a condensed translation of the work of
Thomas the Anglo-Norman, though not following his text closely
enough to give rise to the opinion that he translated from a
2
written original. Sir Walter Scott and Mr. George McNeill
held the theory that the poem was written by a Thomas of Er-
celdoune, so-called from the name of the town in the north of
England from which he came. This they deduced from internal
3
evidence. however, modern scholars feel that the name Thomas
was simply used in the poem to promote interest on the part of
1. Thomas of Britain, Romance of Tristram and Ysolt, p. XVI.
2. Billings, Guide to Middle English Metrical Romance s ,pp. 85-95.
3. McNeill, Sir Tristrem
, pp. XXXII-XLV.

21 .
those who would he familiar with the name of Thomas the Anglo-
Norman or Thomas of Erceldoune. They have not yet identified
1
the author.
Sir Walter Scott, in 1804, was the first to publish
the poem from the sole existing manuscript, called, from the
name of the donor to the Faculty of Advocates in Scotland in
2
1744, the Auchenleck Manuscript. However, in his editions it
was copied so poorly that the work is valuable now only for his
introduction. Yet even in this, in the light of modern schol-
arship, many glaring errors are to be found. For example,
Scott several times confused the Anglo-Norman and British Thom-
5
ases, a serious mistake. He did an interesting piece of work,
nevertheless, in furnishing a conclusion to the poem, whose
ending is missing. Taking the story at the point where Tris-
tan was mortally wounded, he carried it on in the same language
and verse form as those of the original, so cleverly that in
my opinion only an expert could detect the difference in au-
thorship. As the poem followed, in the main, the Thomas nar-
4
rative, he concluded it in the appropriate manner.
The account itself is changed from its source only
in that it is slightly condensed in places. The psychological
passages, and those in which the Anglo-Norman loved to dilate
on courtly details are omitted. Miss Vida Scudder describes
the work admirably as "a plain unadorned narrative, fairly
rapid in movement, depending on sequence of incident, not feel-
1. Billings , Guide to Middle English Metrical Romances ,pp. 95-94
.
2. Scott, Sir Tristrem
,
p. CIV.
3. Ibid
.
,
p. XLIV.
4. Ibid.
,
pp. 195-204.
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ing, for effect." Apparently it was a ballad, written to be
sung to a critical audience, already familiar with the tale.
2
It is sudden in its transitions, free, frank, and direct. ' In
only one or two instances does the author add original material
One rather charming addition is that in which Tristan’s hound,
Hodain, laps from the lovers' cup the. dregs of the potion, and
5
is henceforth deeply devoted to his master.
The poem consists of 3,344 stanzas of eleven lines
each, rhymed, with the exception of a few stanzas, a b a b a b
a b c b c. Verses 1-8 and 10-11 have three stresses, verse
nine has one, and consists of only two syllables. The poetry
4
is the alliterative type of the period. Necessarily, this
verse-form is an awkward one, and does not lend itself to
smooth-flowing language.
After the thirteenth century, while repeated ref-
erences to the story show that it was not entirely forgotten,
the legend, as material for romance, dropped out of sight. It
was not until two hundred years later, at the end of the fif-
teenth century, that it was actively revived. It was printed
in Prance in 1469 (the earliest known printed edition of the
tale) and new editions of it quickly followed. It was trans-
lated into German, Spanish, Danish, and of course underwent
many changes in the process. It was during this period that
the knight Tristan became closely identified with the Round
Table. The changes which came, too, were not for the most part
1. Scudder, Le Morte Darthur , p. 151.
2. McNeill, Sir Tristrem
,
pp. XLVI-XLVII.
3. Ibid
. ,
p. 47
.
4. Billings
,
Guide to Middle English Metrical Romances ,pp. 91-92.
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improvements. The narrative became incoherent; a great deal
of the fineness of plot and character disappeared. Readers of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries v/ere interested in adven-i
ture rather than in love, and we find the adventure element
now predominating.^ These vicissitudes largely account for
the great difference which we find between the story as we have
seen it thus far, and the same story, though almost unrecog-
nizable, as presented by Malory.
SIR THOMAS MALORY
The Morte D' Arthur was finished in 1469, although
2
not printed by Caxton until 1485. Apparently Malory drew
most of his information from the Prose Romance . He refers oc-
casionally in the text to "the French books." However, he has
used the original with great freedom. One is disappointed to
see that he completely ignores the remarkable opportunities
presented to a writer in the tremendously dramatic climaxes of
the tale. While he follows the outline of the original for a
while, he soon drops it in the greater interest of inventing
adventures of Tristan with Arthur's knights. ’We struggle in
a maze of tournaments and amorous adventures, searching in
vain for the original Tristan as we have known him earlier.
1. McNeill, Sir Tristrem, pp. XIX-XXII.
2. Malory, Morte D' Arthur
,
Vol. I, p. VIII.
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.
Finally we lose sight of him completely, almost in the middle
of an adventure, to find casual reference to him only once more
in the entire book. It would be almost impossible to give
Malory's version in detail; however, a few of the important
details will serve as illustration of his changes.
Tristan is the son of Meliodas of Liones and Eliza-
beth, sister of Mark of Cornwall. Even so early Malory com-
mences his perversion of the story, for the premature birth of
Tristan, fatal to his mother, is caused by Meliodas' s being
taken prisoner by a lady who loved him.
The cruel step-mother theme is brought in with Mel-
iodas 's marriage to the daughter of Hoel of Brittany (appar-
ently Malory here became confused- -in the early versions, of
course, Iseult of the White Hands is the daughter of Hoel).
The step-mother tries to poison Tristan but is detected and
sentenced to death, from which Tristan rescues her.
Connection with Arthur's Round Table is first es-
tablished in Malory by the fact that the Morholt is one of
Arthur's knights. This connection, once established, grows
and overwhelms all the rest of the story. Malory, apparently,
wished to give his public what it wanted. The story becomes
merely a series of clandestine love-affairs and valiantly-
fought tournaments. Tristan and Iseult were in love long be-
fore the potion, now really rendered unnecessary, made their
love more binding. Yet Tristan had just fought with Mark, and
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so earned Mark's eternal hatred, over Sir Segwarides's wife,
whom both loved. In addition he was still so loved by the King
of France's daughter that she pursued him everywhere with mes-
sages and gifts. No longer was Tristan true to one love only.
Up to the point of Tristan's marriage with Iseult
of the White Hands, this story roughly follows those of Beroul
and the Prose Romance
,
with many additions which are usually
not improvements. The rancor of Mark, helped by Andret's mal-
ice, is the principal cause of trouble in the turbulent con-
fused tale of fights and wounds and sufferings. At length,
however, the lovers, weary of persecution, flee together to
England, where Lancelot allows them to stay at his castle of
Joyous Gard. Here the tale leaves them with no further men-
tion except a casual statement much later that Tristan, having
returned Iseult to Mark after she had spent three years at
Joyous Gard, was slain by the king while "La Beale Isoud died
swooning upon the corse of Sir Tristram, whereof was great
„
1
pity."
,
Throughout Tristan is the great lover and great
knight, skilled in harping, chess-playing, hunting. Yet for
all his glory, Lancelot is made the center of interest and
Tristan is degraded for this purpose. Iseult is not the fine
character she has been; she cares more for many lovers and for
1
2
court life than for Tristan. Mark is a coward and a sneak.
The writer's interest was apparently in externals only; the
1. Malory, Morte D' Arthur, Vol. I, pp. 238-401; Vol. II, pp. 7-163,
334-335.
2.Scudder ,Morte Darthur, pp. 226-242.
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development of the lovers’ passion is almost entirely avoided.
The story has lost its freshness and magic and is now simply a
tale related to show the disorder in Cornwall as a contrast to
the superior conditions in Camelot.'1' On the whole, with very
few exceptions, Malory's handling is dull and tedious beyond
words
.
The fifteenth century revival of interest in the
Tristan legend has already been mentioned. It was of short
duration. During Malory’s time translations into many language
of various versions appeared. Yet within a short time we find
no important treatment of the legend at all. Mr. McNeill as-
cribes the neglect of all romances for two hundred years to
2
Cervantes’s satire on chivalry, Don Quixote
. Whatever the
cause, Scott's historical novels caused the revival of interest
at the beginning of the nineteenth century. At that time, ro-
mance became fashionable, and with it such old tales as this.
3
MATTHEW ARNOLD
In 1852 Arnold published a narrative poem Tristram
and Iseult as the basis of which he apparently used Thomas de
Bretagne's version but with some very radical changes.
The main portion deals with the death of Tristan.
1 .
2 .
4
Scudder, Morte Darthur
,
p. 372.
McNeill, Sir Tris trem
,
p. XXIV.
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As the poem opens, we see Tristan dying, waiting for Iseult of
Ireland to come, watched over by Iseult of the White Hands.
The general facts of Tristan’s birth, the potion, the discovery
and flight are unfolded in narrative passages and in Tristan’s
delirious ramblings among scenes of his past life. Iseult of
the White Hands, in previous accounts jealous and petty, though
one admits she has been greatly wronged, is now understanding,
sympathetic, loving, and tender. She, too, watches with long-
ing for the ship which will bring one who can perhaps save the
life of her lord. Tristan's character, fevered and dying as
he is, is not easy to discover. One learns that he has left
Iseult of the White Hands alone a great deal while he has fol-
lowed Arthur's army to Italy and to Germany. Iseult of Ire-
land at length arrives, but too late to do more than bid fare-
well to her lover. The shock is too great; she dies beside
him. The conclusion of the poem, quiet and peaceful, shows
Iseult of the White Hands with her two children. She lives
only for them, telling them of their valiant father and mourn-
1
ing for him.
The poem succeeds admirably in a very short space
in making clear the whole chain of events. In the creation of
the mediaeval atmosphere Arnold is not quite so successful.
Mr. Ivlaynadier finds that the lack of conviction one feels
arises from the fact that the characters all have too much
self-control. They feel and suffer in a nineteenth century
]1. Arnold, Poems
, pp. 200-239.
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way. Especially is this true of Iseult of the White Hands,
who suffers from "unsatisfied longings amid unsympathetic sur-
roundings." This, he remarks, is a complaint of Victorian,
1
not of mediaeval, times.
Yet the character of Iseult of the White Hands is
the finest achievement of the poem.. Her devotion to her tv/o
children, her patience, her greatness of soul, make her the
2
real heroine.
As will have been noticed, the changes which Arnold
did make were radical ones. Iseult of the White Hands is a
totally different person from her whom we have seen earlier.
Iseult of Ireland is made to arrive before, not after, the
death of Tristan, though her death is the same as in the earl-
ier versions. Tristan and Iseult of the White Hands are given
two children. Iseult of Ireland, for some reason, has "raven
hair" whereas earlier she has been fair.
As a strange twist the poem concludes with the le-
gend of Merlin and Vivian in Broceliande told to the children
as "an old-world Breton history," though not really older than
Iseult’ s own time. Oddly enough, the poem ends with Vivian,
not with Iseult, yet the mediaeval atmosphere is heightened by
I
the use of the tale, so that one does not feel this a loss.
The verse itself is uneven in quality, best, per-
haps, in the peaceful scenes of Iseult' s life after her bus-
band's death. Too restrained in the dialogue between the
1. Maynadier, Arthur of the English Poets, pn. 383-386.
2. Ibid
.
, pp. 386-387.
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lovers, Arnold rises to heights in his picture of Iseult's
evening
:
"And now she will go home, and softly lay
Her laughing children in their beds, and play
Awhile with them before they sleep; and then
She’ll light her silver lamp, which fishermen
Dragging their nets through the rough waves, afar,
Along this iron coast, know like a star.
And take her broidery-frame, and there she’ll sit
Hour after hour, her gold curls sweeping it;
Lifting her soft-bent head only to mind
Her children, or to listen to the wind.
And when the clock peals midnight, she will move
Her work away, and let her fingers rove
Across the shaggy brows of Tristram’s hound
Who lies, guarding her feet, along the ground;
Or else she will fall musing, her blue eyes
Fix’d, her slight hands clasp’d on her lap; then rise,
And at her prie-dieu kneel, until she have told
Her rosary--beads of ebony tipp’d with gold;
Then to her soft sleep--and tomorrow'll be
1
To-day's exact repeated effigy."
1. Arnold, Poems
, pp. 232-233.
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RICKARD WAGNER
Wagner’s opera Tristan und Isolde
,
written 1857-1859
although not produced until 1865, was apparently based by him
on the German version of Gottfried von Strassburg, although
possibly Eilhart von Oberge may also have been one of the
sources. It is rather difficult to make a definite statement,
as so few of the episodes are used, and those few greatly
changed. Naturally, for purposes of the drama, the writer had
to cut the story to a great extent, leaving only the barest
essentials, and even changing some of those where it seemed
necessary.
The greatest change, undoubtedly, was the entire
omission of Iseult of the White Hands. While Arnold used her
as his heroine, 'Wagner put his emphasis on the story of the
unfolding of the love of Tristan and Iseult of Ireland as well
as on its tragic outcome.
The principal changes, either actually in the ac-
tion of the opera, or referred to in the recitative, are as
follows: The Morholt was Iseult’ s betrothed, not her uncle.
Iseult, finding from Tristan’s sword that he was the murderer,
raised the sword to slay him as he lay on his bed. Unresist-
ing, he gazed at her. She dropped the sword, unable to kill
him. It is inferred that at that moment was born the love
that caused their deaths. If this had not been so, Tristan
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would not have avoided Iseult so carefully on shipboard, and
Iseult would not have been so hurt and angry at his neglect.
Having in vain commanded Tristan, who was steering the ship, to
come to her, she prepared for him a poisonous draught. When
he finally did come to her, she first reproached him with his
neglect and reminded him of how she had spared his life. He
offered her his sword with which to kill him, but instead she
offered him the "peace cup." Fully realizing that it contained
poison, Tristan drank, but Iseult snatched the cup from him
and drained the dregs. Here is another important change.
Brangien, afraid of the poison, had substituted a harmless
drink, not a love-potion. The love which the two felt at that
moment was purely the outgrowth of their own emotions. The
drink is used by Wagner merely as a symbol.
Mark, seeing Iseult* s weakness, postponed the wed-
ding until she should recover. Meanwhile Iseult arranged a
signal for Tristan to come to her while Mark was away hunting.
Tristan came and the lovers were found together by Mark, who
had been warned by the treacherous Melot. Mark’s feelings
were of sorrow more at Tristan’s dishonor than at Iseult' s;
he had greatly prized Tristan's friendship, whereas he had
known Iseult only a few days. At an insult from Melot Tristan
raised his sword, but lowered it again and was wounded. Iseult
pledged herself to go anywhere with him, but Gorvenal took
him away to Kareol, his ancestral home, to recover, not real-
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izing that Iseult alone could cure him. Finally the old man
sent for her. She came as quickly as she could, but Tristan,
who had leaped from his couch as she landed, tearing off his
bandage, died in her arms. Mark arrived a few moments later.
He had been told by Brangien of the circumstances, had for-
given the lovers, and had come to tell them they v/ere free to
marry. He came too late. In the misunderstanding, for Gorve-
nal thought he was an enemy, Melot and Gorvenal were killed,
1
and Iseult, heedless of Mark's words, died at Tristan's side.
The three scenes chosen by Wagner for the action of
the opera were: the scene on shipboard, the meeting and dis-
covery of the lovers, and the death scene. Obviously most of
the changes were made for purposes of dramatic necessity. The
change in the conception of the potion as a symbol^ rather than
as an actual love-drink, seems artistically an improvement
over the original. As for the ending, Wagner kept as close to
his source as he could without the use of Iseult of the White
Hands
.
Mr. Forman's translation of the text was done in
the alliterative manner of the German original, with use of
short lines, usually with only two stresses. This serves to
create and sustain the mediaeval atmosphere. Nevertheless, it
seems to me that occasionally the translator subordinates dis-
cretion in choice of apt words to his desire to maintain the
sound effects. For example, the bathos here is evident.
1. Wagner, Tristan and Isolde, pp. 1-76.
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Tristan
,
about to drink what he thinks is poison, says:
"Heart-betrayal
;
dream-foretoken
:
unending sorrow's
only salve,
the good forgetful drink,
I drain without a blink!"
Still, in spite of a few moments like this, the effect of the
whole is admirable, rising even to fine heights in several
scenes, notably that in which Mark expresses his sorrow for
Tristan's falseness. I regret, however, my inability to secure
exactly the effect Wagner intended, by reading the original.
Few translations of masterpieces do them justice.
ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON
It is unfortunate that in any work which deals with
the history of this legend the use of the Tristan story in
Tennyson's Idylls of the King must be included. All critics
are agreed that his treatment of the story and the characters
is one of the worst ever given. Miss Jessie L. Weston classes
it as "a gross libel alike on the lovers and on King Mark. For
Tennyson's own sake it should be excluded from any future edi-
1.
'Wagner, Tristan and Isolde
,
p. 24.

34 .
tion of his vt/orks: it is little to his credit, either as man
or as poet, that in the most famous love-tale of all time he
could see nothing hut the lowest and most sordid of intrigues."
Of course Tennyson really used the love story as an example of
the influence of the sin of Lancelot and Guinevere, just an-
other example of the ruin of the high ideals Arthur had set for
his knights. Considered in this light, the Idyll The Last
2
Tournament
,
(1871), in which the story is contained, is ad-
mirable in its beautifully-drawn picture of evil and of on-
rushing doom. Nevertheless, the legend has suffered greatly
at Tennyson's hands.
Only a small part of the entire story appears here.
Tristan, having won at a tournament a carcanet of rubies, rode
away to present it to Queen Iseult. Stopping for the night at
the forest lodge where she had spent a month with him before
Mark, coming by in Tristan's absence, had carried her back to
Tintagel, Tristan dreamed of his marriage with Iseult of the
White Hands. Going on next day, he arrived at the court to
find Iseult alone. The distrustful quality of their love is
shown in her reproaching him bitterly for his marriage and in
his threatening to kill her if she ever stopped loving him.
The quarrel over, Tristan presented his gift to Iseult, when
Mark, entering unseen, killed him. The ending is violent and
3
abrupt; no mention is made of Iseult’ s fate:
"But, while he bow'd to kiss the jewell'd throat,
1. Strassburg, Tristan and Iseult, p. XIV.
2. Tennyson, Idylls of the King
,
p. XIV.
3. Ibid
.
,
pp. 247-277.
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i
Out of the dark, just as the lips had touch’d,
Behind him rose a shadow and a shriek--
'Mark’s way,’ said Mark, and clove him thro' the brain
The source for the ending, obviously, is Malory. A
reference to Sir Segwarides and his wife makes the use of Mal-
ory certain, as he alone has previously used these characters.
As for the rest of the tale, the tournament and prize are new
with Tennyson, and the remainder is common to all the sources.
With this poem the most important point is the de-
generation of the characters. Tristan is still the mighty
fighter, hunter, harper, but he is fickle and cruel. His at-
titude toward love is shown in his song which ends:
"New life, new love, to suit the newer day;
New loves are sweet as those that went before:
it
2
Free love—free field--we love but while we may."
He frankly admits he married Iseult of the 'White Hands in a
passing fancy and is already weary of her. He warns a woman
whom he meets on the road to care for her beauty, for if she
does not, her husband will lose his love for her. He is even
going to cheat Iseult, if he can. Riding toward her, he
"could not rest for musing how to smooth
And sleek his marriage over to the queen.
Perchance in love Tintagil far from all
3
The tonguesters of the court she had not heard."
Iseult, this time, as in Arnold's poem, with "black
1. Tennyson, Idylls of the King
,
p. 277.
2. Ibid
.
,
p. 258.
3 . rEocT
.
, pp. 262-263.
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blue Irish hair and Irish eyes/
1
is more nearly the Iseult of
the earlier poems--passionate
,
yet jealous and not great-
souled. Iseult of the White Hands is described by Tristan as
2
"patient
,
and prayerful, meek, pale-blooded." Mark is even
worse than he was in Malory. Iseult now ridicules him, now ex-
presses her loathing of his sneakiness. She warns her lover to
be careful
"lest an arrow from the bush
Should leave me all alone with Mark and hell.
My God, the measure of my hate for Mark
3
Is as the measure of my love for thee."
While Iseult’ s feeling for Mark is no proof of his deserving
it, one sees in his cowardice in not punishing Tristan for
stealing his wife, and in his manner of dealing vengeance as
the poem closes, that he is a far from admirable character.
The iambic pentameter poetry is smooth, melodious,
beautiful, of course, as it is all through the Idylls . Life,
color, mediaeval atmosphere are all found in abundance. One
is almost drugged by the music, the sheer loveliness of the
figures of speech. Still one feels it sad that it had to be
the Tristan legend Tennyson chose to rob of its fineness. An-
other legend would have done as well.
=
—i " ' "
. .
.
, .. ..
1. Tennyson, Idylls of the King, p. 263.
2. Ibid
.
,
p. 271.
3. Ibid
.
,
p. 268.
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ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE
l
Swinburne’s poem Tristram of Lyonesse
,
published in
1882, is held by Mr. Maynadier to have been written because
1
Swinburne thought that Tennyson had ruined the legend. This
may or may not be so. The fact remains that Swinburne has
treated it far better, closely following the story, with the
exception of the history of Tristan’s childhood, which he omits
entirely.
Apparently his sources were various. Thomas , Befoul
,
Malory, all seem to have been used. As in Be'roul and Malory,
Tristan's kingdom is that of Lyonesse. The lovers also are the
guests of Lancelot at Joyous Gard. As in Thomas, the effect of
the potion is permanent and Tristan receives his death-wound
2
in aiding another Tristan who has appealed to him for aid.
There are no really important changes original with Swinburne
in the tale. However, Swinburne has Tristan go to Ireland on
his first voyage not for the cure of his wound, but simply by
chance. Iseult sees the wound given by the Morholt and knows
from its shape that Tristan is her uncle's murderer. There
are many references to Arthur and his knights, who are even
present at Iseult’ s ordeal by fire. In this, of course, Mal-
ory is the source.
Swinburne commences with the drinking of the love-
potion on shipboard, goes back in the story a bit to speak of
1. Maynadier, Arthur of the English Poets, p. 370.
2. Ibid
.
, pp. 369-370.
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the fight with the Morholt, the discovery of Tristan's identity
and the second voyage to Ireland. From here on the story con-
tinues vividly. One finds rather annoying, however, some of
the long descriptions and philosophical passages. It would
seem that the poem moved far too slowly. The story is lost in
a maze of delays for digressions. Yet these descriptions are
very beautiful. At the beginning of the poem each character is
drawn feature by feature. One sees each person with remarkable
clarity. Take for example the description of King Mark:
"Before the main tower's portal stood King Mark,
Crowned: and his face was as the face of one
Long time athirst and hungering for the sun
In barren thrall of bitter bonds, who now
Thinks here to feel its blessing on his brow.
A swart lean man, but kinglike, still of guise,
With black streaked beard and cold unquiet eyes.
Close-mouthed, gaunt-cheeked, wan as a morning moon,
Though hardly time on his worn hair had strewn
The thin first ashes from a sparing hand:
Yet little fire there burnt upon the brand,
And way-worn seemed he with life's wayfaring.
So between shade and sunlight stood the king.
And his face changed nor yearned not toward his bride;
But fixed between mild hope and patient pride
Abode what gift of rare or lesser worth
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This day might bring to all his days on earth."
In none of the previous works have we seen him so clearly.
Two things one is never allowed to forget through-
out the poem--Fate and the sea. In contrast to Wagner, Swin-
burne reiterates the fact that this fatal love is not of the
lovers’ own doing, but that they are acted upon by a supernat-
ural agent in the potion. Then, too, the sea, in fact all na-
ture, echoes the fortunes of Tristan and Iseult. The sea
smiles when all goes well, is dull and sullen when danger lurks
for them, and is lashed to angry fury when tragedy arrives.
In spite of the remarkable descriptions spoken of
above, one has no clear conception of the characters and mo-
tives of the people, with the exception of Iseult of the White
Hands. It seems to me that this lack is caused by the fact
that Swinburne is too much a slave to the story of the earlier
!
writers, in which the actions of the characters are very often
inconsistent and unmotivated. Iseult of the 'White Hands, how-
ever, at first innocent, affectionate, awed by the fact that
she is to marry such a great knight, becomes before the end of
the poem hard, bitter, cruel, as a result of Tristan's neglect, 1
In my judgment it is in her character that Swinburne is most
successful.
Like all of Swinburne's poetry, of course, this is
beautiful in technique. The rise and fall of the heroic coup-
lets carries out admirably the recurrent sea-motif. Iseult of
1. Swinburne, Tristram of Lyonesse
,
p. 45.
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the White Hands sits waiting for her husband to return:
"So mused she till the fire in sea and sky
Sank, and the northwest wind spake harsh on high.
And like the sea's heart waxed her heart that heard,
Strong, dark, and bitter, till the keen wind's word
Seemed of her own soul spoken, and the breath
All round her not of darkness, but of death"
1
The imagery, mostly taken from nature, is splendidly colorful.
The lines are musical, sensuous, appealing. Beauty is every-
where. Of the poets Arnold, Tennyson, and Swinburne, the lat-
ter seems to me to have been by far the most successful in his
2
treatment.
J. COMYNS CARR
Tristram and Iseult
,
a drama in four acts by J.
Gomyns Carr, published in 1906, was the first attempt in Eng-
lish at a dramatization of the Tristan material. Needless to
say, in any play on the subject many changes in the basic story
are necessary. Wagner solved the problem by using the three
great crises of the lovers' lives for his three acts and by
omitting entirely the character of Iseult of the ’White Hands.
Carr handles the story very differently. In his four acts:
1. Swinburne, Tristram of Lyonesse
,
p. 123.
2. Ibid
.
,
pp. 3-169.
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The Poisoned Spear, The Hands that Heal, The Love Draught, The
Wound Incurable, he shows respectively: the departure of the
wounded Tristan for Ireland, the winning of Iseult for Mark,
the drinking of the potion, and the discovery and death of the
lovers. Iseult of the White hands appears three times to Iseulft
of Ireland in a vision. Her relationship to Tristan is not
mentioned. Apparently he has never met her. Yet she appears
as a sort of combined supernatural warning and consolation to
her namesake, to whom she says:
"whom thou hast healed.
Though all unknowing, thou shalt wound again;
Whom thou hast wounded I alone may cure."
Coming for the last time as the lovers are dying, she leads
them to a land which
"Lies far beyond all land, beyond the sea
Where all ships run for Haven at the last!"
Is the vision meant to be a personification of
Death? This seems the only logical explanation, yet why shoulc
Carr have used this device? Tristan, dying, cries,
"What sail comes o'er those seas? Dost cry ' tis black?
Kay, look again] It shines as white as snow.
Why, when Iseult has never left him, should he see the sail
that brings her to him? Surely the play would have been more
effective without the visions.
Carr's sources seem to have been mainly Thomas,
1. Carr, Tristram and Iseult, p. 24.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 71.
3. Ibid.
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Malory, and Wagner. Like Thomas, he makes the potion's effect
permanent. Like Malory, he introduces the wicked stepmother,
i who, however, does not reform as she did in the fifteenth cen-
tury account. The character of Andret, the villainous cousin,
is also used, as is a tournament scene off-stage. It is a vic-
tory over Sir Palamides, not over a dragon, that wins the hand
of Iseult. Very similar to Wagner, however, is the shipboard
scene with the drinking of the potion.
It will be necessary to sketch in the story for a
clear understanding of the innovations introduced. In Act I
Mark, hating Tristan for his popularity; Arganthael, the step-
mother, hating him because he stands in the way of her sons;
and Andret, hating him because he (Andret) loves Arganthael,
conspire to send Tristan to Ireland against the wishes of his
friends. The three ostensibly urge his departure so that his
wound may be cured by Iseult, sister of the Morholt, but really
because they think he will be killed by the Morholt 's father.
Tristan himself wishes to try to get the hand of Iseult for
Mark, and thus establish peace between the two countries. He
leaves, to the great joy of his enemies.
In Act II Iseult, watching over Tristan, sees the
vision of Iseult of the White Hands and realizes that she loves
Tristan. Without her knowledge Tristan goes out and wins the
tournament in which she is the prize. During his absence the
queen discovers that he is her son's murderer, but the king's

pledge must be honored. Iseult swoons as Tristan asks for her
hand in marriage not for himself, but for his king.
Act III. Iseult’ s love has turned to deep hatred.
After another vision in which she is told that she will be
Tristan’s death, she sees the cup given into Brangien’s keeping
by the queen and reads the inscription:
"Those twain who drink of this sweet wine shall dream
An endless dream that knows no waking here."
Thinking the draught poison, she tells Tristan it is for Mark.
Tristan drinks to save his king, and Iseult drains the other
goblet. As they realize they love each other and are not dy-
ing, the ship docks and the king appears.
The last act shows the discovery of the lovers by
Mark and Andret, aided by the dwarf Ogrin. Iseult, not yet
married to Mark, has asked to be allowed to stay in a little
hut in the forest, ostensibly to grieve for her brother, actu-
ally to meet Tristan. The lovers ask Mark to kill them, but
thinking life will be a harder punishment, the king tells Tris-
tan he has always hated him. Tristan, stung by the blow to his
trust and loyalty, springs toward Mark and is stabbed in the
back by Andret. Iseult, seeing her vision for the last time,
dies beside her lover.
Tristan here is fine and noble, but Iseult, and
Mark show decidedly the Malory influence. She is passionate,
ruthless, vacillating, deceitful. Mark has not one redeeming
1. Carr, Tristram and Iseult, p. 42.
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feature; he is throughout a thoroughgoing villain. Apart from
these .the characters are about as we have previously seen them.
The unfortunate use of the visions and the changing
of the ending go far to spoil one's enjoyment of the really
fine poetry of the play. The verse is smooth, colorful, medi-
|
aeval in spirit, rising at moments to real beauty of expression!.
It is a pity that the handling of the plot is so inadequate.
1
JOSEPH BEDIER
M. Bedier, as I judge from the large number of books
he has written on Tristan and allied subjects, and from the
number of editions of the early French versions of the legend
which he has brought out, is one of the foremost scholars in
this field. In 1907 he published a volume containing the
legend in its finest form. Taking each portion of the story
from that writer who, he thought, had handled it best, he com-
bined the material so gathered into a story of Tristan. This
has recently been translated into English by Hilaire Belloc
and beautifully illustrated by Max Harshberger. The resulting
production seems to me to be the finest that can be obtained
in this line.
M. Bedier, in a preface to another edition of the
1. Carr, Tristram and Iseult
,
pp. 1-71.
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same work, has given a detailed list of his sources for the
story, which it might be interesting to quote here:
Gh. 1 (childhood) Compressed abstract of several poems, es-
pecially Thomas.
Chs. 2-5 (the Morholt, tv/o voyages to Ireland, the dragon)
Eilhart
.
Gh. 4 (the potion) General tradition, mostly Eilhart, some
from Gottfried.
Ch. 5 (Brangien given to serfs) Eilhart.
Ghs. 6-11 (suspicion, discovery, escape, life in forest, re-
turn of Iseult) B^roul, with occasional interpo-
lations by Eilhart and some traditional variation
Gh. 12 (ordeal by iron) Free abridgement of continuation of
Beroul.
Gh. 13 (song of nightingale, meeting) Interpolations from a
didactic poem of the thirteenth century, Le Domnei
des Amanz
s
.
Ch. 14 (Petit-Cru) Gottfried.
Chs. 15-17 (marriage with Iseult of the White Hands, leper
disguise of Tristan) Mainly Eilhart with some
from Thomas.
Ch. 18 (Tristan disguised as fool) Adaptation of a little
) episodic French poem, the F'olie .
Ch. 19 (death of lovers) Translated from Thomas. Some epi-
sodes from Eilhart and Prose Romance .
1. Bedier, Romance of Tristram and Iseult
,
pp. IX-X.

As for the resulting story, as translated by Belloc
it is simply and charmingly told, in admirably mediaeval phras-
eology. The scene of Iseult' s death will illustrate the beauty
of the language. Iseult, arriving too late, hears the people
mourning for Tristan:
"But Iseult, hearing them, could not answer them a
word. She went up to the palace, following the way, and
her cloak was random and wild. The Bretons marvelled as
she went; nor had they ever seen woman of such a beauty,
and they said:
n
'Who is she, or whence does she come?'
’’hear Tristan, Iseult of the White Hands crouched,
maddened at the evil she had done, and calling and lament-
ing over the dead man. The other Iseult came in and said
to her:
,!
’Lady, rise and let me come by him; I have more
right to mourn him than have you--believe me. I loved him
more.
'
"And when she had turned to the east and prayed God,
she moved the body a little and lay down by the dead man,
beside her friend. She kissed his mouth and bis face, and
clasped him closely; and so gave up her soul; and died be-
1
side him of grief for her lover.”
1. Bedier, Tristan and Iseult
, pp. 193-194.
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WILLIAM WELLS NEWELL
Of comparatively minor importance is a poem, written
in 1907, the year of publication of Carr's play, entitled
Isolt ' s Return by William Wells Newell. It consists of a Pre -
lude in blank verse and a Lay in iambic hexameter couplets. In
an essay with which the poem closes Mr. Newell attempts to
prove that the origin of the legend is from a lost poem, possi-
bly the one by Chretien de Troyes referred to by Beroul and
others, and that the Eilhart von Oberge version is "a rude but
faithful paraphrase, in its entirety, of the assumed original."
The poem itself, in the Prelude
,
rapidly passes over
events (following Eilhart) of the story through the life in the
forest and the flight of the lovers to Wales after their dis-
2
c every in the lodge by Mark. The Lay
,
in more detail, gives
the account of the remainder of their life of discomfort, the
interviews with the hermit, the passing of the potion's effect
after four years and Iseult's return to Mark. The Lay closes
with Tristan's apparent relief at being rid of Iseult and his
3
exhilaration at the thought of fighting and freedom ahead.
The device by which an excuse is made for the tell-
ing of the story seems unnecessary and ineffective. Isolda,
a girl of a century or so later than the period of the legend,
asks her minstrel to sing her the story of her namesake. Ex-
plaining that most people do not know the story as it was orig-
1. Newell, Isolt ' s Return
,
p. 105.
2. Ibid
. ,pp. 9-37.
3. Ibid
.
,
pp. 41-78.
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inally, he proceeds to sing Eilhart's tale. At the close,
Isolda is displeased. She prefers the romantic tale of perma-
nent love. The legend is intrinsically so fine that it needs
no support to coax one’s interest. The essay seems to me to
be of much more worth as a contribution to Tristan material
than does the poem, which is too rapid in the Prelude and too
drawn-out in the Lay .
ERNST HARDT
Although this paper is based principally, in dis-
cussing the recent development of the legend, on English and
American treatments of the legend, I have ventured to include,
for its great merit, a German play, Tristram the Jester
,
writ-
ten in 1913 by Ernst Hardt and translated by John Heard. How
much the extraordinarily fine work of the translator is re-
sponsible for the play’s effectiveness I cannot say. However,
the Translator’s Note speaks of two German prizes won by the
play.
Based largely, as one can judge from the title, on
La Folie Tristan, the play takes up the situation along a dif-
/
ferent line from most of the recent renderings. The Beroul-
Eilhart version, handled freely, is apparently the source of
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the other incidents in the play.
The first two acts form the rising action for the
subsequent climax. Iseult, in a castle at St. Lubin
,
mourns
Tristan's absence and marriage. Mark has issued a decree that
if Tristan ever returns to Cornwall, he and Iseult will be
killed. News is brought that Tristan has been seen in the for-j
est. Iseult, called before a council of barons, almost betrays
her love for Tristan. Mark, in a moment of near-madness, says
she must be given to the lepers.
There are really two climaxes. One occurs in Act II [,
in which Tristan, disguised as a leper, drives off the real
lepers, saving Iseult, kills Denovalin, the enemy of the lov-
ers, and escapes by a seemingly impossible leap over a cliff.
Acts IV and V contain the Folie incident. Tristan,
as a jester, enters the castle. Although it seems incredible
that he should not be recognized, especially when he tells
Mark and Iseult and all the rest of the company things that
only Tristan could know, Iseult will' not believe him. Only
when Husdent, his hound, leaps joyfully on him, will she give
in, but he has already gone from her.
The beauty of the play lies chiefly in the excellent
characterization. Heretofore the actors in the tragedy have
seldom seemed real. Here they actually come to life.
Tristan is fearless, bold, magnetic in personality,
ashamed of his disloyalty to Iseult in marrying her namesake.
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Proud as he is, having humbled himself as leper and fool before
Iseult, and twice been spurned, his pride cannot endure more.
Followed by his hound, he strides away.
Iseult is less fine. She is self-centered and cyni-
cal. Her pride has been deeply wounded by Tristan's marriage;
she cannot bring herself to believe the leper and the jester.
However, she is tremendously courageous.
Mark is very sympathetically handled. When first
the seed of suspicion had been sown, he had not believed in his
wife's and his nephew's guilt. Forced into belief, in spite
of the outcome of the ordeal of the iron, he had banished Tris-
tan on pain of his and Iseult 's death. His grief and rage and
jealousy had preyed on him until he was nearly mad. From
Mark's words and actions as he commands that his wife shall be
given to the lepers, one realizes that he is actually unbal-
anced. Later, seeing in her apparent rejection by them a sign
from Heaven, in a frenzy of remorse he humbles himself com-
pletely before her, but her love for him is dead.
1
The drama is truly moving. Iseult' s tears, Mark's
madness, Tristan's attempt at a bitter, disillusioned sort of
humor in his character as jester are truly fine. Of all the
additions, however, perhaps the finest is the little page boy
«
who loves Iseult with his whole heart and stands by her through
all her suffering.
1. Hardt, Tristram the Jester
, pp. 8-185.
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ARTHUR SYMONS
Another play, Tristan and Iseult
,
written in 1917
by Arthur Symons
>
while it seems to me inferior to Hardt's
drama, nevertheless is very interesting.
It is rather difficult to discover what sources Mr.
Symons did use. Apart from the considerable changes which he
has made in the plot, the events which he uses are those which
are common to practically all of the sources. The potion’s ef-
fect is permanent, not merely for three or four years, which
would seem to indicate the influence of Thomas de Bretagne and
his followers.
In the four acts, which take place in the Irish
palace, on the ship, in a garden in Tintagel, and in the palace
in Brittany, a number of innovations appear. Iseult of Brit-
tany is a cousin of Iseult of Ireland and is visiting her in
Ireland as the play opens. Meriadoc, who appeared in Thomas
as a friend of Tristan in Cornwall, is now the son of the Mor-
holt and therefore Iseult of Ireland’s cousin. Tristan's
identity as slayer of the Morholt is discovered, of course, in
Act I, but when Tristan tells his mission, to bring Iseult
back to be Mark's wife, everyone except the prospective bride
and her cousin Meriadoc is overjoyed.
In Act II Tristan and Iseult innocently drink the
potion as a pledge of peace between them, thinking it is ordi-
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nary wine.
In Act III Melot, Mark's jester, warns Mark of the
lovers' conduct. Mark takes hack Iseult but banishes Tristan.
The last act shows Tristan dying of a wound from the
poisoned dagger of Meriadoc. Ke tells his wife that he has
sent for a learned doctor of Italy, but one of the serving wo-
men tells Iseult that it is her namesake who is to arrive.
Blinded with sudden grief and jealousy in the knowledge that
Tristan has never loved her, she lies about the sail's color.
1
The ending is the conventional one.
There seems to me to be no particular advantage in
the changes that have been made in the plot. Especially un-
necessary did it seem to make the two Iseults friends and cou-
sins. However, the characterization would be excellent if it
were not exaggerated, especially as far as Mark and Iseult of
Ireland are concerned. Mark is fine in every way, dignified,
honorable, just, with high ideals of friendship. Iseult of
Ireland is passionate, strong-willed
,
almost masculine-seeming,
ready to murder at any moment, a sort of Amazon. Yet so strong
is the potion’s effect that she dies of grief for Tristan.
Iseult of Brittany is fragile, gentle, patient. One forgives
her her lie that killed Tristan because it was not premedita-
ted, as it has been in most of the earlier versions.
Yet the play lacks reality; the characters do not
live. One is not moved at all by the situation except possibly
1. Symons, Tristan and Iseult
,
pp. 1-109.
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in the last, act, because the characters are highly overdrawn.
Human beings are more complex than these puppets.
THOMAS hARDY
Rather interesting because so very different from
anything else that has been done on the subject is Thomas
Hardy 1 s Famou s Tragedy of the Queen of Cornwall at Tintagel in
Lvonesse
,
begun in 1916 and finished in 1923. Its sub-title
is: "A new version of an old story arranged as a play for mum-
mers in one act requiring no theatre or scenery."
The play starts where all the other versions have
left off. At Tristan's request his wife sent for Iseult of
Ireland to come to see him before he died. Regretting her act,
when the ship arrived, she told Tristan that the sail was black.
He fainted. Thinking he was dead she went to the shore and
told Iseult not to land. In a swoon Iseult was carried back to
Tintagel, where she managed to get into the castle apparently
unperceived by Mark. However, Mark's spies had told him of
her absence and her stealthy return. As the play opens, he
accuses her of seeing Tristan. She stoutly and truthfully de-
nies this. Tristan has miraculously recovered, helped by his
anger at Iseult 's having been sent away. He comes to Tintagel
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disguised as a harper, closely followed by his wife, who weakly
and pathetically begs forgiveness. Iseult of Ireland watches
I them for awhile and, as she sees signs of Tristan's softening,
appears. Mark finds Tristan and Iseult in a close embrace; he
stabs Tristan in the back. Mark and Andret rejoice until Tris-
tan's words make them ashamed. Tristan dies. Iseult stabs
Mark, then rushes out and hurls herself over the cliff, Tris-
tan's faithful hound following her. Iseult of Brittany is led
1
away and returns home.
Merlin speaks a Prologue and an Epilogue and shades
of old dead Cornish men and women provide a sort of Greek Cho-
rus at intervals.
Apparently this is a combination of the two endings,
with an entirely new twist. The artificiality of the form and
the entirely new conception are rather attractive in their
novelty, but as a whole the piece seems far from successful in
its treatment. Possibly its best element is the atmosphere of
primitiveness and barbarism obtained by various deft touches
in Mark's reception of his wife by slapping her on the shoul-
der, in the drunken carouse of Mark and his men, in the draw-
ings by Hardy himself of his conceptions of the crude, bare
exterior and interior of the castle. Hardy here corrects the
) error made by many of the followers of the courtly Thomas de
Bretagne in presupposing a higher state of civilization in
Cornwall at that time than probably existed. Possibly Hardy,
1. Hardy, Famous Tragedy
, pp. 5-77.
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rather out of his wonted lines here, might have made of the
tale a more successful short story.
MAURICE BARING
Tristram and Iseult
,
a play in five acts, appears
in the Collected Poems of Maurice Baring, 1925. It is an ex-
tremely able handling of the traditional Thomas de Bretagne
story. As there are fourteen scenes and nine changes of scen-
ery, I doubt if it would be a practicable one to present, but,
like most poets’ plays, good for reading only.
The play starts with the banishment of Tristan by
Mark. Unable to stay away, he returns and meets Iseult secretly
Discovered, the two are sentenced to death but escape to the
forest. The hermit persuades them to return to Mark. Tristan
goes to Brittany and the story of the marriage and death go on
just as in Thomas except for the introduction of the visit of
Tristan to Iseult disguised as a fool, taken, of course, either
1
from Eilhart or from the Folie .
The handling of neither the plot nor the characters
is extraordinary. Nothing is new in the play except the fact
that Tristan is made to give Iseult simply a magic bell, not
the dog Petit-Cru. Reference is made here, for the first time
1. Baring, Collected Poems
, pp. 235-282.

since the earliest versions, to the fact that Tintagel is a
fairy castle and vanishes twice a year. It seems strange that
the poets have not made more use of this, one of the prettiest
of the traditions, and strange, too, that Baring, who did em-
ploy this touch, should omit mention of the fairy dog.
The play's chief merit lies in the smoothness and
melody of the poetry.- The blank verse possesses a singing
quality that places the whole poem in the realm of a beautiful
fairy-tale, not a story of living people. The tragedy is
lovely but does not touch us at all. Even the lovers' farewell
Tristan "Iseult, Iseult, dark is this hour of grief!
It is the bitter end of the sweet cup.”
Iseult "Nay, not the end. And was not the first drop
Bitter and sweet as is the last? For us
There is no end, but we, until we die.
Shall drift together like two floating leaves
Upon a running stream; never for long
Together, never parted utterly."
carries with it no feeling of sorrow. The speakers are too re-
mote. In fact, the enchanted atmosphere of the whole play is
exemplified in a little song sung to Tristan by his page:
"An orchard grows beyond the sea.
Encircled by a wall of air;
The blossom falls not from the tree,
The earth smells sweetly there.
1. Baring, Collected Poems
,
p. 256.
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"Two lovers dream within that wall.
The night it lasts for ever there;
For in the dawn no bugle -call
Can break that wall of air."
JOHN MASEFIELD
John Masefield’s play Tristan and Isolt
,
published
in 1927, gives a very different view of the situation. Mase-
field has used the traditional facts with extreme freedom. It
is really impossible to tell what his sources have been. Quite
possibly, as in the case of many of the recent writers, he has
read many of them and has made his own tale without much defi-
nite reference to what others have written. New characters anc
names are introduced. Names which have appeared before are nov
used for other characters than those to whom they have previ-
ously belonged. Even a new ending, quite different from any
previous one, appears. It is really necessary for the story
to be told in detail:
Tristan, in the company of Dinan, his tutor, arrives
at Mark's court, where Dinan tells the court that Tristan is
Mark's nephew. Kolbein, King of Ireland, a fine, gruff, proud
1. Baring, Collected Poems, p. 264.
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piratical sort of person, demands the tribute of thirty sons of
nobles. Tristan challenges him and wounds him mortally, re-
maining unhurt himself. Dying, Kolbein declares Cornwall free
and asks Tristan to go to Ireland to bring his daughter Iseult
as a wife for Mark.
Tristan’s news of Holbein's death is received with
joy at the Irish court. The queen and princess are happy to be
free. They agree gladly to the proposed marriage. Tristan and
Iseult drink, by mistake, part of the love-potion before em-
barking, and of course fall deeply in love.
Some of Mark's courtiers suspect the state of af-
fairs immediately and try to trap the lovers. Brangien agrees
to substitute for Iseult on the wedding night, but unfortunately
drinks part of what remains of the potion, and so falls in love
with Mark, who remains unaffected by the drink as he received
only the dregs which the lovers had drugged with a sleeping
draught.
Some time later Tristan is discovered guarding
Mark's pigs, having sent the swineherd with a message to Iseult
to warn her of a trap Mark has set. Mark discovers the reason
for Tristan’s adoption of the menial occupation and banishes
him. Tristan, however, returns disguised as a harper. Flour
placed on the floor before Iseult' s bed reveals Tristan's foot-
prints. He escapes but the queen is sentenced to drink poison
which supposedly will not harm her if she is innocent. Tristan
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dramatically rescues her and they flee to the forest.
Mark, discovering them sleeping, lays his glove on
Tristan's sword. Iseult is so impressed by his clemency that
she has a change of heart, leaves Tristan, and becomes a loyal
wife to Mark, who is going to war. Tristan goes mad and comes
to the palace raving. Iseult is adamant. She says coldly:
"Garry that frantic madman into the court,
Deliver him to the guard as a cast felon,
And let the marshal flog him with fifty stripes
1
Remove him."
News of Mark's death is brought. Iseult, released
from her loyalty, arrives at the swineherd's cottage in time
to have Tristan, now tubercular, die in her arms. She stabs
2
herself.
Most of the traditional devices, the potion, the
substitution of Brangien, the flour ruse, the test, the life
in the forest, Mark's coming upon the lovers sleeping, Iseult'
s
return to Mark, Tristan's disguise as harper, are here, but
used in such a different way that they seem an unfamiliar storji
Iseult is made much colder and more cruel than before. The
Iseult of Thomas, Gottfried, Swinburne, Carr, and Hardt could
never have had Tristan flogged. Yet she still loved him. Ap-
parently it was in a sort of ecstasy of renunciation and self-
punishment that she spurned him.
The introduction of Tristan as swineherd goes back
1. Masefield, Tristan and Isolt, p. 131.
2. Ibid
.
,
pp. 1-144.
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even further than the early French versions of the legend, back
to the earliest of the Celtic traditions. The Welsh Triads
tell of a Tristan who was one of the three great swineherds of
1
Britain. The test by drinking poison apparently comes from
Malory's reference to a drinking horn which "had such a virtue
that there might no lady nor gentlewoman drink of that horn but
if she were true to her husband, and if she were false she
should spill all the drink, and if she were true to her lord
„2
she might drink peaceable.
The ending, totally different as it is from any
other, is intensely moving, but one would hesitate to say that
it is an improvement on the sail story, even though it is bet-
ter than the Prose Romance -Malory version of Tristan's murder.
The omission of Iseult of the White Hands, to judge from the
difficulties in which some of the dramatists, notably Carr,
have become involved by using her, seems praiseworthy. By
breaking completely away from hampering traditions Masefield
has achieved a most remarkable presentation of the romance.
EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON
In the same year, 1927, Robinson published Tristram
his most popular work to date. Using Malory as his basic
1. Leith, On the Legend of Tristan, p. 9.
2. Malory, Morte D' Arthur
,
Vol. I, p. 286.
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source, he has not been a slavish follower of the existing mat-
erial, but has altered the story as seemed best to him. Occa-
sionally one notices the influence of Swinburne, but Robinson's
poem is so immeasurably superior to Swinburne's that one really
cannot speak of any indebtedness here.
For the first time in the legend's history the ac-
tion is a comparatively unimportant part of the poem, as com-
pared with the psychological analysis of the actors, yet the
plot deserves consideration. Tristan, having killed the Mor-
holt, and brought Iseult from Ireland to be Mark's bride, sud-
denly realizes, during the wedding feast, that he loves her.
Miserable beyond expression, he absents himself from the throng
and, leaning over the castle parapet, gives way to his despair
Gorvenal, Morgan le Fay, Brangien, and finally Iseult herself
come to try to persuade him to join the others. The lovers
confess their mutual passion. Andret, the "able sort of rep-
1 ^
tile" comes upon them and is nearly killed by Tristan. Mark
appears, orders Iseult back to the hall, and banishes Tristan.
In delirium the lover is cared for by Queen Morgan, who wants
him for herself, then he goes to Brittany where Iseult of the
White Hands has been awaiting his return. Having killed Grif-
fon, who has been ravaging King Hoel's land, he marries Iseult
of the Vi/hite Hands, who worships him. Gawain takes him to
Camelot to be knighted by Arthur. While Tristan is Lancelot's
guest in Joyous Gard, Iseult, free for a time of Mark, who is
1. Robinson, Tristram
,
p. 15.
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in prison
,
comes to him and they spend a summer of happiness
together. One day, while Tristan is hunting, Mark, now out of
prison, takes Iseult hack to Cornwall. Tristan, ill for a
month thereafter, receives a message from Morgan that Iseult
is dying. He hurries to her. Mark has softened now, knowing
that his wife has but a short time to live, and allows the
lovers to meet. Andre t, finding them in each other's arms^
stabs Tristan, the shock killing Iseult.
Iseult, once more dark-haired, as a contrast to the
other Iseult, and Tristan, "the loud-accredited strong warrior
the loved of women, the harp-player, the learned nim
1
rod among hunters," are so all-engrossed by their love that we
see little of them as distinct personalities. Our view of
them is one-sided. Iseult of the White Hands, too, has only
one thought, yet we see in her a pathetic and lovable loyalty,
patience, and trustfulness. Andret is, as always, completely
and loathesomely a villain. Tristan calls him his "lizard-
.2
cousin, and says in disgust:
"If I had been abrupt with him and drowned him,
I'd pity the sick fishes."
Utterly without any conception of honor, Andret creeps and
crawls spying whenever he can on Tristan. Not daring to meet
Tristan in fair fight, he stabs him in the back.
Mark--
"A nature not so base as it was common;
1. Robinson, Tristram
,
p. 23.
2. Ibid
.
,
p. 63.
3. Ibid
.
,
p. 59.
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And not so cruel as it was ruinous
1
To itself and all who thwarted it."
seems until toward the end of the poem thoroughly despicable.
Apparently the sight of Iseult dying softens him. One admires
him for allowing Tristan to come to her. His words to Iseult,
in giving her permission to see Tristan,
"Had 1 known early
All that I knew too late.... I do not know.
2
I am not sure,"
and his remark after their deaths,
3
"There was no more for them--and this is peace."
show him to be finer, than one had previously suspected.
As for the ending itself, it seems to me to be the
only one of all the endings which is utterly right . One feels
with Mark that there was no more for them. It was as they
would have wished it.
M. Cestre, in his admirable Introduction to Edwin
Arlington Robinson has given an excellent criticism and esti-
mate of the poem. In his opinion this poem is the very finest
work on Tristan that has been produced. Robinson, says M.
Cestre, "preserves the salient features of the old tale, the
local coloring, the heroic grandeur, the romantic remoteness,
especially the pathetic love-motive, impersonated in the legen-
dary hero and heroine, and the poignant atmosphere of sadness
flecked with fleeting flashes of joy. He voices that passion
1. Robinson, Tristram
,
p. 123.
2 . Ibid
.
,
p. 180.
3. Ibid
.
,
p. 198
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in unforge table accents, through novel, splendid images, with
a great richness of emotion, in a style ordered with a classic
1
sense of the economy of means." And again, "Robinson has well
nigh succeeded in keeping perfect balance between intellect and
feeling and perfect correspondence between thought and expres-
2
sion." The least restrained and cold of Robinson's poems,
with all the richness of emotion there is tremendous depth of
thought, such as characterizes all his best poetry. It is this
combination of passion and philosophy which has gained and will
hold for the poem its high eminence in the ranks of those who
have dealt with the legend of Tristan.
CONCLUSION
Originally a Celtic legend, the story of Tristan
and Iseult first appears in writing in France about the year
1130-1135 in a poem by Beroul. Whether Beroul was the first tc
write down the tale or whether an earlier lost poem of Chretier
de Troieswas Beroul' s source, is the subject of dispute among
scholars. Thomas de Bretagne, about forty years later, also
wrote a poem on the same subject. These two, especially the
latter, have formed the basis for most of the more recent ver-
sions of the legend. Of tbe early ones, Eilhart von Oberge
1 .
2 .
Cestre
Ibid.
.
,
Introduction
,
p. 99.
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and the Berne Folie follow Beroul; Gottfried von Strassburg,
the Oxford Folie
,
Robert the Norwegian, and Sir Tristrem fol-
low Thomas.
A version connecting the hero with Arthur’s knights,
showing marked deterioration in the characters, especially that
of Mark, and having as ending the killing of Tristan by Mark
(instead of the earlier sail story) appeared in 1225-1230 in
the Prose Romance
,
from which Malory obtained his facts. The
latter, however, laid most of his emphasis on the connection of
Tristan v/ith the Round Table, and on the progress of illicit
love affairs.
After the break of nearly three hundred years fol-
lowing Malory, the modern poets and dramatists from Arnold to
Robinson have had so many diverse accounts from which to choose
,
that v/ith most of them one is at a loss to point out any one
main source for the poems and plays. The one noteworthy change
which all of these moderns have made from their predecessors
is the use of psychological analysis of the characters. The
ancient readers demanded action, the modern ones demand intro-
spection .
The legend has had from the beginning a singular
appeal. The situation of the lovers in the hands of Fate whicl
leads them relentlessly toward tragedy is one which can never
age nor die. Let us hope that it will fare well at the hands
of the writers of the future.
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